


Players MUST CHECK-IN at the Starter Tent at their assigned course 10 minutes prior to their tee
time. 
DO NOT go to Tee Pad #1 Groups will be sent to the tee from the starters tent
Electronic scoring is the primary method being used:

pdga.com/score
TCO23 is the code
confirm and submit your score within 30 minutes of finishing your round
paper scorecard are for BACK UP ONLY!
at least 2 players must keep digital score

Players are responsible to know their tee times. https://www.pdga.com/tour/event/64426
Arrive well ahead of time to ensure parking
DO NOT go to tee pad #1
Check -in with the Course Director at the Starter Area
All groups will have a quick Q & A with the Course Director at the Starter Tent. 
Any course information outside of the Caddy Book, will be relayed to the players at this time.
If a player is not present at the tee pad at the start of the round with their assigned group, the
player is considered absent and does not play the hole.
 The absent player receives a score of par + 4 for each hole not played. 

TEE ASSIGNMENTS

HAZARDS & OUT of BOUNDS
There are stakes lining fairways at both courses.  The front of the stake, facing into the fairway, is the
OB line. 
Pay attention to the colour of the tops of the stakes
YELLOW = HAZARD play it as it lies with a stroke penalty
RED = OUT OF BOUNDS standard OB rules apply

SAND TRAPS at Mac Island play as HAZARD
FENCE LINES - the front of the post, facing the fairway is the OB line
PAINTED WHITE LINES - play as out of bounds - the line itself is OB

MANDOS/MANDATORIES
Both course have Mandos & Restricted Areas. Please know the rules of play for both. 
https://www.pdga.com/news/pdga-official-rules-disc-golf-competition-manual-updated-2022
All of the  Mandos have a drop zone. 
NEVER unwind from a Mando! This is not allowed!

BARBED WIRE
2 meters relief is given from all barbed wire. 
There is a barbed wire fence that surrounds the Rose Hill & Copper Ridge property and it plays
as OUT OF BOUNDS. 





Welcome to the McArthur Island Disc Golf Course. Don't let the size of this course fool
you! There is all kinds of opportunity to give strokes to your card! Out of Bounds is in
play on all 18 holes, so keeping it in the fairway is the safe play! This Eric McCabe
design will keep you coming back, wanting to bring that score down even lower! The
towering willows will rob you and the swirling afternoon wind will confuse you! Play
smart and you'll be in good shape!

We ask that you give consideration to the natural/wild piece of the course and stay
out of the fenced pond areas. There are not only ducks in there with nests, but also
turtles nested in the silty banks. If your disc goes in the water, please use a retriever
from the fence line or consider it lost until the TCO volunteers are able to safely go in
and retrieve discs. 



Welcome to the Tournament Capital Open!
Kick things off with an elevated basket, ob,

mando and a nasty willow.
Good luck out there!
Presenting Sponsor:

 
 
 
 
 
 

An OB that sneaks up really quick on a fast
green. Pick your pace correctly and get that

birdie.  Bring your putting game for the rest of
the round and score low!

 
 
 

Tight finish on this one... but not so tight where
an eagle could still fly... hmm. Lookout for lots

of ob along this fairway.   

 



Yeah its an island hole...
Make the island and you've got yourself an

interesting putt.
Don't make the island and proceed to the
dropzone. From there the choice is yours.

Run it to save the par or lay up and take your
medicine. Standard OB Rules in play after

playing from the drop zone.
 
 
 

One of the toughest holes on the course.
A long straight tunnel with a left finish at the

end.  OB on your left that can come into play as
well.  Miss the Mando and its a difficult bogey
save from there.  If you miss the Mandatory's

advance to the drop zone. 
Good luck on this one!

Mandatory restricted zone is continued directly
to the left or right of the trees. 

Lefties and forehand players rejoice. This one's
for you. OB on the left hand side and some

foliage that will knock down most inside
routes. There is OB on the right if you take a

very inside line. 
Plan your angles accordingly here!

 



To swim or not to swim.  This might be a short
hole but placement is key here.  The green is

fast and unforgiving with OB on each side. The
OB is defined by the fence line.

Nestled on the hillside in the trees is a birdie
waiting for you.  OB path on the right and
directly behind the basket makes distance

control your biggest ally here. Leave yourself
short and you'll have an interesting uphill putt.

OB early defined by fencing as well.

Distance and OB. A match made for bogeys.
OB fence with water on your left and and OB

path on the right.  Both can quickly come into
play. A guardian tree on the hill at the end that

is protecting those birdies. Beat them all and
prove me wrong!



One for the Pros and not so pro.  This hole can
be a doozy. A slight left to right hole with lots of
trees on either side and a few branches across

the middle that make this a definite control
shot.

OB left on the path and right... in the river
(water OB).

If a course has a must get... this is it! A short
right to left shot protected by a cement

column. OB on this one is the river on the right,
path on the back side and on top of the cement

column.  Show me some birdies!

Avoid the hazards and OB.  A tucked away
basket that misses playing in the sand.



Some courses just have mean baskets... and
this is one of them. Rollaways are frequent and

getting caught up early makes your look at a
birdie difficult.

Hazard early and OB on the left hand side.
 

Elevation, ah my old friend.
Wind reads and a proper choice of disc are

imperative here for success. 
OB on your left hand side.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Lets test your knowledge of playing disc golf
with willows. (Hint willows usually win)

A nice left to right hole with OB down the entire
left hand side. Miss the Mando and you are

advancing to a dropzone.
(will be marked)

 



A gentle touch here... and I mean gentle. This
downhill shot can get away from you quickly.

OB near the basket makes this short one
interesting!

Tight fairway, OB left and right.
OB cart path on the right.

Did I mention there's a river on the right as
well, yeah please avoid that one for the sake of

your disc.
 

Go for big distance and have a short approach?
It's dealers choice here!

 

Hey you've made it
Welcome to hole 18 at McArthur Island!

OB left & right.
Right side OB carries all the way past the

basket.
Lines will vary based on pad.

Finish in style!
Tournament Sponsor:

 
 
 
 
 
 
 


